MOHAMMED   AND   CHARLEMAGNE
opening of a period of anarchy (711-717), which enabled the
Bulgars to advance as far as Constantinople, while the Arabs
marched through Asia Minor, and their fleets, commanding the
Aegean and the Propontis, attacked the capital by sea (7I7).1
It may be said that Europe was then saved by the energy of the
soldier who had just assumed the crown — Leo III the Isaurian.
What with his superiority over die Arab fleet, thanks to the terrible
Greek fire, and the alliance which he was able to conclude with the
Bulgars, he compelled the decimated enemy to withdraw after a
siege of more than a year (718).
This is a historical fact of far greater importance than the battle
of Poitiers, for this was the last attack ever made by die Arabs upon
the city "protected by God." It was, in the words of Bury, an
oecumenical date.2 From this time forward, until the reign of the
Empress Irene (782-803), the Arabs were held in check and even
driven back into Asia Minor. Under Leo and his son Constantine
the Empire made a recovery, and an administrative reorganization
gave it the cohesion which it had lacked by extending to all parts
the regime of the themes.3
But Leo wished to complete his work by a religious reform:
Iconoclasty. Perhaps this may be in some degree explained by the
desire to diminish the opposition between Christianity and Islam,
and to conciliate the Eastern provinces of Asia Minor, where the
Paulicians were numerous,4
In Rome the promulgation of the new doctrine had the most
serious consequences: Leo published his first edict against images
in 725-726^ It was immediately anathematized by Pope Gregory n.
The conflict that followed assumed from the beginning an acute
character. To the Emperor's assertion of his claim to impose his
authority upon die Church the Pope replied by declaring the
separation of the two powers, in a tone that none of his predecessors
1 vashiev, op. dt.9 vol. I, p. 313.	* #,,ya> pt 3I4.
8 The theme was an administrative division of	the Byzantine Empire
(Tr.). vasiliev, op. dt.> vol. If p. 331.
4 vashxev, op. dt.t vol. I, p. 339.	* fad., p. 342.
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